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We must understand the context in which behavior occurs.
Unhealthy behaviors, criminal demeanor, and school failure
grow in adverse conditions. Every physician knows that there
is only so much she can do unless the conditions where the
patient lives improve. Think of asthma or any respiratory disease in highly polluted cities. Would we want to tie doctors’
salaries to the health of their patients in environmentally degraded neighborhoods?

As I write this, the Florida legislature is trying to “fix education” in a way that resembles the title of my piece. Magic bullet mentality pervades our culture: get rich quick, turn around
schools, miracle workers, and heroic leaders are all around
us. The problem is, however, that this mantra does not work.
In many counties, states, businesses and school systems
leaders and politicians engage in short term wins at the expense of sustainable solutions. Driven by career ambitions,
the unintended consequences of the mess they create will be
someone else’s to clean up.

The lack of appreciation for the context of behavior is driving,
at least partly, educational reform, much like it is driving efforts to improve health and well-being in poor communities.
The dominant discourse is all about “attitude” and
“knowledge.” Of course, a good attitude, and knowledge of
how to teach, what to eat, and how to exercise are all sine
qua non, but they grow differentially in diverse circumstances.
Physicians, fitness trainers, psychologists and teachers, we
all have the “ideal” client or student in mind: the one who
comes from an endowed background who is ready to take our
To say that ideology is driving the current educational reform advice. These ideal clients or students come from conditions
thrust in Florida is true but incomplete. As scholars and acathat have enabled them to maximize our wisdom. What about
demics, we want to see evidence for the putative beneficial
the “non-adherent patient” or the “unruly student” or the “noneffects of policies. The current reforms tying teacher salary to
compliant patient.”? Are they being stubborn? Well, that is
student performance is not only an expression of disdain for
the public sector, but also a profound disrespect for evidence. one solution, to a complex problem, that is usually wrong.
Something we know as social scientists is that “attitudes” and
Before the legislature proceeds with its current proposal, it
would have been wonderful to see what evidence exists for
“behaviors” grow somewhere. We need to pay attention to
the outcome of the proposed legislature. I foresee many unin- that “somewhere.” If instead of trying to fix “unruly kids” and
tended consequences, such as an exodus of experienced
“lazy teachers” we tried to understand the context in which
teachers from poor performing schools to wealthy neighbortheir interactions take place, the multiple factors that account
hoods. Another unintended consequence is an obsessive
focus on the microcosm of student teacher interaction, when for school failure, and the need to involve all stakeholders in
we know that the dominant predictor of school success is the the solution, we would be much better off. And to those who
counter that we academics take too long to solve problems, I
socioeconomic and educational background of the parents.
The current emphasis on placing responsibility for student
say this: you can get there fast or you can get there right.
success exclusively on the shoulders of teachers is tantamount to placing responsibility for a patient’s health on doctors’ shoulders; or, for that matter, placing the responsibility
for criminal behavior on police officers or lawyers.

Upcoming Events
May 13 - Spring Commencement
June 13 – July 24 - Upward Bound
June 14-18 - Holocaust Institute
June 21 - July 3 - Writing Institute
August 9 - 11 - Support Network

In the News...
Dr. Jeannie Schumm was elected to chair the Teacher Education Division for the Association of Literacy Educators and
Researchers (formerly the College Reading Association). Her term as chair will begin in November 2010 at the next annual conference. Congratulations, Dr. Schumm…your leadership will be valued and important to ALER’s Teacher Education Division!
Dr. Sue Mullane was awarded a Proclamation by the Miami-Dade County School Board for her work
with the Ethics Committee.

The School of Education is pleased to announce that seven of our colleagues are recipients of the McLamore Provost Research Award: Soyeon Ahn, Blaine Fowers, Millie Gort, Laura Kohn Wood, Deebbiesiu Lee, Gene Provenzo and Say
Young Lee.
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From Surviving to Thriving Colloquium 2010
The "From Surviving to Thriving Colloquium 2010" was held on Friday, February 26th and Saturday, February 27th by the
School of Education in partnership with the Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center. The colloquium provided the most
current information on incorporating health and wellness in survivorship by bringing together more than 100 breast cancer
survivors and healthcare professionals. Colloquium participants were exposed to the latest information and current trends
in the field by a panel of speakers and presenters on topics covering functional training, oncology nutrition, the Lebed
Method, and physical therapy for lymphedema, among others. It is the goal of the "From Surviving to Thriving Colloquium"
to provide the knowledge, support, and encouragement that motivates breast cancer survivors to renew a physically active
and healthy lifestyle.

Social Justice & Scholarship Award
On January, 22, Dr. Etiony Aldarondo, Associate Dean for Research, presented the keynote address
at a conference on University-Community Partnerships for Diversity and Social Justice at the University of Minnesota. He was also honored with the Social Justice and Scholarship Award given by the
Institute on Domestic Violence in the African American Community (IDVAAC) and the School of Social Work at the University of Minnesota in recognition of longstanding commitment, leadership, and
contribution to scholarship and clinical practice that increases awareness of social justice challenges
and their solutions in disadvantaged communities across the country

Town Park Village by Dr. Debbie Nogueras
SPEC for Engaging Youth (SPEC-EY) in Town Park Village (TPV), Overtown received a second
round of funding from The Children's Trust.
Debbie Nogueras, Samantha Dietz, and Dana Milson, along with their youth leaders, collaborate in
a Youth/Adult Partnership where decisions and learning experiences are equally shared . Last
year the leaders completed the Character Education and Youth-Adult Partnership curricula with a
focus on SPEC (Strength, Prevention, Empowerment, Community Change) principles. At the end
of the year, at a well attended graduation event, the leaders announced four community projects:
Go Green; Respect Your Property, Tutoring, and Research/Advocacy for Teens . Each participant
received a camera to capture the history and community revitalization efforts as they continue in
year two.
This year will focus on moving the projects forward by adding to the SPEC principles those found Young residents lending a
hand
in the Learning and Leading Tool Kit (community partnerships, community service, and philanthropy). Town Park Village has donated a unit known as "The SPEC-EY House" and completely
renovated the site. Hands on Miami donated furniture, TV's, and holiday gifts for 60 community youth. Imagine Miami has
chosen TPV's Senior Citizen Task force and SPEC-EY as a community project for this year. Together we will continue to
improve the facility, obtain computers and printers, supplies and more. Additionally, AT&T is providing free wireless Internet
access.
Go Green and Respect Your Property projects received a kick off on the MLK Day of Giving when over 700 Volunteers from
Hands on Miami and residents spent the day cleaning, landscaping, painting, making water collection buckets, and more.
The next project will be to assist in the collection and packing of needed supplies for Haiti relief. SPEC-EY leaders have
asked to attend cultural events such as Wicked and Alvin Ailey Dance Company, and to go to local museums. An especially
cherished desire is to travel to Georgia's heart of the Civil Rights Movement. Fund raising for these projects, in collaboration
with the Senior Citizen Task Force and Imagine Miami, will begin shortly.
Donations of books, CD's, computer software, "Boom Boxes" or stereos, folding tables and chairs, motivational materials
and the like would be most appreciated. We are still recruiting adults to serve as mentors and visitors. Contact Debbie Nogueras (dnogueras@miami.edu) if you are interested in joining or visiting this wonderful program.
Volunteers help plant

Mrs. Juanita Lester (far left),
President of the Town Park Village
Senior Residents Task Force and fellow members, enjoy a break from
cooking for the volunteers

34th Annual International Academy for Research in
Learning Disabilities Conference
Professor Marjorie Montague, Teaching and Learning, chaired the 34th Annual International Academy for Research in
Learning Disabilities Conference from January 14th – 16th, 2010. The IARLD is an international professional organization dedicated to conducting and sharing research about children and adults with learning disabilities.
71 scholars from 12 countries attended the 3 day conference held at the Sonesta Bayfront Hotel in Coconut Grove.
The conference was comprised of 5 symposia, 4 roundtable sessions, and 30 posters.
Symposia topics included:
•

Promoting Resilience through Self-understanding, Self-concept, and Executive Function Strategies: An International Perspective

•

Automaticity and Learning Disabilities

•

Results of Three IES-Funded Intervention Studies to Improve Students’ Mathematics Achievement

•

The Role of Verbal and Visuospatial Working Memory in Mathematical Disabilities

•

ADHD: Cognitive/Learning and Medical Issues in Children, Adolescents and Young Adults

The Cruickshank Memorial Lecture titled “Reading Comprehension
and Students with LD: Past, Present, and Future” was given by former UM Professor Janette Klingner.

On the left, holding flowers for Dr. Montague, is Dr. Lynn Meltzer, Past President of the IARLD.
The gentleman is Dr. James W. Chapman, President of the IARLD.

2009-2010 DEAN’s DOZEN

From left to right: Jerard Roggio, Hannah Maurer, Sabrina Martinez, Erica Castellano, Melissa Caride and Ali
Schwarz with Dr. Shawn Post

New Courses
In Summer II we will offer the following new courses in Educational and Psychological Studies:
EPS 672 Linear Regression
M-W-F 1:15-3:40 (6/30/10 – 8/6/10)
Dr. Myers plans to teach this course
EPS 553 Introductory Statistics
M,T,W,R,F 5:00-9:00 (8/9/10-8/20/10)
Dr. Penfield plans to teach this class

Initiation of International Relationship in Sport Medicine and
Athletic Training
The Athletic Training Program, Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences, of the University of Miami hosted an international workshop on athletic training from January 10th to January 19th. Sixteen students from Dong-A University in South
Korea visited University of Miami during winter break.
The Korean Athletic Training Workshop was organized by Dr. Sae Yong Lee in conjunction with Jinhee Woo from Dong-A
University in Korea. Since there is no athletic training education program in Korea, this workshop was designed to introduce the athletic training profession to Korean students.
Objectives of this workshop were:
•
•
•
•

To introduce the athletic training profession,
To introduce the athletic training program and athletic training facilities,
To introduce basic injury evaluation and rehabilitation techniques, and
To provide a chance to observe athletic training in practice.

The Athletic Training Program was proud to host this international workshop assisting with the development of athletic
training education and the profession in Korea. Our program is hoping to continue and expand this relationship with other
universities in Korea, including Dong-A University. This will allow our program to gain a broader international perspective
and become a global leader in the Athletic Training community.

Field Experience: Aquatic

Filed experience 2:
Bank United ATR

Certificate of
Completion

SOE graduates in the field…
UM Alum Morgan Kirk ('06 B.A. Secondary Ed.) won the 2009 Lee County Golden Apple Teacher Recognition Award.
While at UM, Morgan was a member of the Dean's Dozen and was awarded the outstanding associate teacher award in
secondary education for 2006. She did her associate teaching at Palmetto Senior High, under the supervision of SOE
faculty member, Dr. Eveleen Lorton. Morgan is now teaching English as well as advising at Fort Myers High School in
Lee County.
Thirty outstanding teachers from The School District of Lee County were surprised in their classrooms in January as the
Foundation for Lee County Public Schools announced the Golden Apple Finalists for 2010. The Golden Apple Teacher
Recognition Program works to bring awareness to the teaching profession in Lee County. Business and community
leaders, school administrators, the Golden Apple Selection Committee and The Foundation for Lee County Public
Schools’ staff gathered together and visited the school of each Finalist to make the announcements. The 6 finalists were
announced in March through the traditional surprise presentation in their classrooms and will be honored at the 2010
Golden Apple Dinner on April 16th at Harborside Event Center. Congratulations, Morgan!

Of 5,000 teachers in Nashville’s Metro, roughly 100 work in charter schools. While they make up
a small group, for the most part they’re very similar to traditional public school teachers. Both are
certified and both want kids to succeed. The differences lie in the way the school day plays out
and the demands placed upon them. A recent WPLM television report featured Mindie Norman,
a reading teacher at the KIPP Academy charter school. Mindie is a recent graduate of the School
of Education(’06 BA Elementary Ed.). KIPP’s principal met Mindie at a teacher recruitment fair
two years ago. Dowell says he wants teachers, “who are willing to do whatever it takes to make
their students successful.” He saw that spark in Mindie and thought she was just the sort of
teacher that he wanted for his school: “a workaholic who was out to change the world.”

“Networking Through Dialogue: A Focus on American
Indian Students at UM” by Seth Christman
On January 27, 2010, Dr. Guerda Nicolas and the Challenging Racism and Empowering Communities through Ethnocultural Research (CRECER) team hosted “Networking Through Dialogue: A Focus on American Indian
Students
at UM”. The event brought together American Indian students with UM faculty and staff from across campus to discuss
strategies for effectively promoting academic advancement and creating a supportive network for current students. This
was the second annual “Day of Dialogue,” a yearly forum that provides neighborhood leaders and CRECER partners
with an opportunity to identify the needs of the community and develop strategies to address them.
After a networking lunch, a brief report on national trends, challenges, and strengths in American Indian higher education
was presented. Participants engaged in conversations about the ways in which these trends were manifested on the UM
campus. As factors that cause American Indian students to be all too often overlooked on campus, students identified
the absence of American Indian faculty or mentors on campus, the lack of cultural congruency between campus and
tribal life, the lack of culturally relevant courses and majors, and absence of an American Indian student organization.
Administrators echoed this, identifying the lack of appropriate recruitment efforts and the dependence on studentinitiated programming as inhibiting development of new programming.
Despite these challenges, the students were hopeful. With a culture that strongly
values education and with support from key mentors at UM and in the broader community, American Indian students overcome these obstacles to succeed. It is clear,
however, that much work needs to be done to make UM a more welcoming and
inclusive place for American Indian students. The Day of Dialogue began this work
by committing to support students as they form a student organization and plan a
“kick-off” cultural event. Discussions will continue to make certain that American
Indian students’ voices are heard and that their academic success is ensured. To
learn more about the Day of Dialogue, visit http://education.miami.edu/crecer/ or
contact Seth Christman at s.christman@umiami.edu.

Future Educators of America
by Alicia Martinez
Picture this: you just finished four years of college and
are excited and ready to begin teaching. However, how do you
find a job? What should you say in an interview? Should you
increase your areas of certification? These are important questions students entering the education field are asking themselves. It is definitely overwhelming to begin a new career, especially when you do not know where to start.
Fortunately, U.M.’s Future Educator’s Association addressed these exact questions in its “Conversations About...”
series, on November 11, 2009 with this semester’s topic being
“Life after Graduation.” Like previous “Conversations About…,”
this event had a panel of guest speakers which provided information on the chosen topic. The guest speakers included Dr.
Larry Feldman, Miami-Dade School Board Member; Ana Flores,
senior recruiter for M-DCPS; and Tom Gammon, Teacher Educator from United Teachers of Dade.
The presentations by these speakers were both insightful and interesting. The speakers presented the audience with
invaluable information from their own experiences as educators.
Dr. Feldman’s suggestions focused on making learning as
much fun as possible for the students. As Dr. Feldman pointed
out, our focus should always be the students, who are “hoping
that someone will ‘light up their light’; they want to be motivated
and inspired by their teacher.”

cleared away to reveal that the essence of the process remains
the same. As important as it is to know and follow the application process in order to get a job, Ms. Flores also emphasized
the importance of the interview process and the ability of students to be able to express their passion for teaching and the
skills they bring to the classroom. Because of the current economic challenges the county is facing, Ms. Flores also believes
that applicants must keep an open mind when job hunting. She
told students that extra certifications and minors open up the
possibility of teaching other subject areas, which add to marketability
The common theme at “Conversations About…Life after Graduation” seemed to be openness. As prospective teachers we must remember to keep an open mind looking for a job,
and always maintain open communication with the students,
faculty and staff at any school. These speakers through their
experiences and advice reminded us why we had decided to
become educators: to open the eyes of a child to a world of
learning they never knew, to touch children’s lives, instilling in
them dreams of their future, and to help them make their
dreams come true.
Now, picture this: you have just graduated after four
years of college, you are confident, have several contacts in a
new school, and a plan. Maybe you have friends who have no
idea how to begin their lives after college, and you can’t help
but think back to FEA’s “Conversations About…Life after
Graduation” and how glad you are you attended.

While Dr. Feldman provided the audience with various
strategies for motivating students, his suggestions for standing
out with administrators were very helpful. Simple things like including a pack of M&Ms with the resume you are delivering to a
school or getting to know the principal’s secretary can go a long
way when you are trying to make an impression. Becoming
known beyond a name on a resume at the prospective school is
also of key importance.
Tom Gammon from United Teachers of Dade, in particular, talked about all the wonderful opportunities provided by
the teacher’s union (UTD) in Miami-Dade County Public
Schools. Some of these opportunities include grants for classes
in inner city schools or for continuing your education. Mr. Gammon also eliminated much of the apprehension most students
feel about working in inner city schools. Student Carolina Hernandez remarked that she had always been a bit intimidated by
inner city schools, but that the speakers at the event made her
realize that students there are like students everywhere; every
student needs to be inspired and taught using strategies that
meet their needs, abilities, and interests.
Ana Flores provided all future educators as well as the
professors with important information pertaining to an upcoming
shift in the teacher application process. M-DCPS will be shifting
the teacher application process from paper to online beginning
in 2010. Current student Kelsey Whelan said that “learning
about this process was incredibly helpful…” and was glad that
some of the mystery behind this new application process was

Event speakers (Dr. Feldman, Ms. Flores, and Mr. Gammon), FEA Executive Board
(Nicole Lorenzo, Kassandra Perez, Alicia Martinez, Monica Blanco and Victoria Angelo), FEA Faculty Advisor (Dr. Meinbach) ,and School of Education guests (Dr. Neff
and Dr. Pelaez) gather for a group picture.

Dr. Feldman gives pointers to
future educators about interviewing with principals.

Funded Grants...
PI
ALDARONDO,
ETIONY

TITLE
IMMIGRANT CHILDREN' LEGAL PROJECT PARTNERSHIP.

BESSELL, ANN

CEC/PASS STATEWIDE EVALUATION

BESSELL, ANN
BESSELL, ANN
BESSELL, ANN
BESSELL, ANN

SMALLER LEARNING COMMUNITIES - COHORT 2005
SMALLER LEARNING COMMUNITIES - COHORT 6
21 ST CCLC- HOLMES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
21ST CCLC- LENORA B SMITH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SMALLER LEARNING COMMUNITIES(SLC) PROJECT
COHORT 2008
ESE PARENT SURVEY PROJECT
MEASURING OUTCOMES FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN WITH
DISABILITIES.
ESE PARENT SURVEY PROJECT

BESSELL, ANN
ELBAUM, BATYA
ELBAUM, BATYA
ELBAUM, BATYA

SPONSOR
FL IMMIGRANT ADVOCACY
CENTER

DATES
8/09-7/10

COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL
CHANGE
MDCPS
MDCPS
MDCPS
MDCPS

1/7-6/10
1/7-6/10
7/08-6/10
7/08-6/10

MDCPS

3/09-6/13

FL ST DEPT OF EDUCATION

1/09-3/10

FL ST DEPT OF EDUCATION

7/09-6/10

6/04-6/12

FL ST DEPT OF EDUCATION

1/10-12/10

STRENGHTS, PREVENTION, EMPOWERMENT AND COMMUEVANS, SCOTNEY NITY
CHANGE (SPEC) FOR YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

THE CHILDREN'S TRUST

8/09-7/10

GRIMES-DAVIS,
MARIE

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM

DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)

6/07-5/10

HARRY,
ELIZABETH

SPECIAL EDUCATION LEADERS FOR A DIVERSE SOCIETY
(SELDS)

DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)

5/09-5/10

HARRY,
ELIZABETH

CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS AND
DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)
PARTNERS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD DISABILITIES

9/08-8/10

KOHN-WOOD,
LAURA

ICYSF/ PROJECT HOPE

FL ST DEPT OF EDUCATION

8/09-7/10

LEE-SALWEN,
OKHEE

PROMOTING SCIENCE AMONG ENGLISH LANGUAGE
LEARNERS (P-SELL) WITH A HIGH-STAKES TESTING POLICY
CONTEXT

NATL SCIENCE FND

5/04-4/10

LEE-SALWEN,
OKHEE

PROMOTING SCIENCE AMONG ENGLISH LANGUAGE
LEARNERS (P-SELL) EFFICACY

DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)

7/09-6/10

LEWIS, BRIAN

SUBCONTRACTPROGRAM SUCCESS: THE KULULA PROGRAM

THELMA GIBSON HEALTH
INITIATIVE

2/10-10/10

MCKINNEY,
JAMES

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND READING IN SPANISH
AND ENGLISH (REVISION)

NATL INST OF CHILD HEALTH &
9/08-8/10
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (NIH)

MONTAGUE,
MARGORIE

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE SPECIAL EDUCATION
SEARCH GRANTS

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
SCIENCES (IES)

6/07-5/10

NICOLAS,
MARIEGUERDA

SUBCONTRACTPROGRAM SUCCESS: THE KULULA PROGRAM.

THELMA GIBSON HEALTH
INITIATIVE

2/10-10/10

PEREZ BENITEZ,
CARLOS

COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY FOR PTSD AND MEDICALLY NATL INST OF MENTAL HEALTH
1/10-12/10
UNEXPLAINED PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS
(NIH)

PRILLELTENSKY,
ISAAC

MIAMI SPECS

THE CHILDREN'S TRUST

12/0911/10

PRILLELTENSKY,
ISAAC

MIAMI SPEC PARTNER SUPPORT

HEALTH FND OF SO FL INC

8/08-8/10

SIGNORILE,
JOSEPH

THE CAPACITY FOR WHOLE BODY PERIODIC ACCELERATION NON INVASIVE MONITORING
TO REDUCE LEVELS OF DELAYED ONSET MUSCLE
SYSTEMS INC

RE-

8/09-8/10

Pending Grant Proposals...
PI
AVALOS, MARY
AVALOS, MARY
BESSELL, ANN

TITLE

SPONSOR

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE INTERVENTION FOR MATHEMATICS.
INVESTING IN THE INPACTOF ZGWI ON STUDENT'S WRITING
ACHIEVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
ENHANCING LITERACY IN KINDERGARTEN- SUPPORT PROGRAM TO MAXIM

BESSELL, ANN

NURSE -FAMILY PARTNERSHIP EVALUATION

BESSELL, ANN

SMALLER LEARNING COMMUNITIES (SLC) COHORT 2006
MAKING ADCADEMIC LANGUAGE ACCESSIBLE TO ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LEARNERS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SUPPORT NETWORK FOR
NOVICE TEACHERS
EARLY CHILDHOOD HANDS ON-SCIENCE (ECHOS)
URBAN IMPLEMENTATION
BILINGUAL AND BILITERACY PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES OF
CHILDREN IN A BILINGUAL PRESCHOOL
LOWER EXTREMITY ALIGNMENT, RANGE OF MOTION,
STRENGTH

CARLO, MARIA
CORCES,
LORETTA
ELBAUM, BATYA
GORT, MILEIDIS
LEE, SAE YONG
MONTAGUE,
MARGORIE
MONTAGUE,
MARGORIE
NEFF, MARILYN
NICOLAS,
MARIEGUERDA
NICOLAS,
MARIEGUERDA
NICOLAS,
MARIEGUERDA
PERRY, ARLETTE
POST, SHAWN

NATL SCIENCE FND
INTERNATIONAL READING
ASSN
DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)
CHILDREN'S SERVICES COUNCIL
OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
MDCPS
HARVARD UNIV
JOSEPH H & FLORENCE A
ROBLEE FND
NATL SCIENCE FND
FDN FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
SOUTHEAST ATHLETIC TRAINERS ASSOCIATION

UCF SUBCONTRACT - ALGEBRA TEACHER QUALITY PROJECT UNIV OF CENTRAL FL (SUSF)
SPECIAL EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
PROGRAM.
2010 HOLOCAUST EDUCATION TEACHER INSTITUTE
SPEC FOR ENGAGING YOUTH -PHASE 2

UNIV OF TEXAS
JOSEPH & FRIEDA ROSS FDN
DEPT OF JUSTICE

SUBCONTRACT- DEVELOPING AN INTERVENTION FOR
COLUMBIA UNIV
DISCRIMINATION STRESS TO REDUCE HEALTH DISPARATIES
REDUCING RACIAL DISPARITIES IN BLACK WOMEN'S
PRE-TERM BIRTHS

NATL INST OF CHILD HEALTH &
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (NIH)

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THINK PROGRAM IN
INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
INCREASING ADOLESCENT SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL
SCIENCES (IES)
WELL- BEING
THE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT FOR PRESERVICE TEACHERS
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
(subcontract)

SECADA, WALTER LANGUAGE IN MATH

DEPT OF EDUCATION (U.S.)

Elaine Segrera’s three sons and a friend representing the “U” at
Spiltsville in South Miami.

Publications...
Fowers, B. J., Mollica, C. O., & Procacci, E. N. (in press). Constitutive and instrumental goal orientations and their relations
with eudaimonic and hedonic well-being. Journal of Positive Psychology.
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Lee, D., & Fowers, B. J. (2009). Cultural pluralism. In S. J. Lopez (Ed.) The encyclopedia of positive psychology, Vol. 1, (pp.
259-264).London: Blackwell.
Coughlin, J., & Montague, M. (in press). The effects of cognitive strategy instruction on the mathematical problem solving of
adolescents with spina bifida. Journal of Special Education.
Montague, M., Penfield, R., Enders, C., & Huang, J. (2010). Curriculum-based measurement of math problem solving: A
methodology and rationale for establishing equivalence of scores. Journal of School Psychology, 48, 39-52.
Montague, M., Cavendish, W., Enders, C., & Dietz, S. (2009). Interpersonal relationships and the development of behavior
problems in adolescents in urban schools: A longitudinal study. Journal of Youth and Adolescence
Nelson, G., & Prilleltensky, I. (Eds.). (Second edition, 2010). Community psychology: In pursuit of liberation and well-being.
Palgrave/Macmillan.
Evans, S., Prilleltensky, O., McKenzie, A., Prilleltensky, I., Nogueras, D., Huggins, C., & Mescia, N. (in press). Cambio
organizacional para el bienestar comunitario (Organizational change for the promotion of community well-being). In E.
Saforcada (Ed.), Enfoques Comunitarios sobre la Salud (Community based approaches to health). Buenos Aires:
Paidos.
Prilleltensky, I. (2010). Small group and individual interventions. In G. Nelson, and I. Prilleltensky (Eds.). Community psychology: In pursuit of liberation and well-being. (2nd edition). Palgrave.
Prilleltensky, I. (2010). Organizational and community interventions. In G. Nelson, and I. Prilleltensky (Eds.). Community
psychology: In pursuit of liberation and well-being. (2nd edition). Palgrave.
Prilleltensky, I. (2010). Social interventions. In G. Nelson, and I. Prilleltensky (Eds.). Community psychology: In pursuit of
liberation and well-being. (2nd edition). Palgrave.

Publications cont.
Prilleltensky, I. (2010). Commitment, accountability and power. In G. Nelson, and I. Prilleltensky (Eds.). Community psychology:
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